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We Made It!

SUMMER BREAK
May 22- August 17

FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL
Tuesday, August 18

OPEN REGISTRATION
Friday, August 7
&
Monday, August 10
8:30 am – 4:30 pm

It is no secret that all of us have endured a lot of stress this last
quarter of school. Families had stress from students suddenly
being at home all day and parents having to play an even larger
role in their children’s education. That family stress was often
compounded by childcare, job and financial stressors. Staff
members dealt with emotional stress from lack of contact with
students and each other, and professional stress from wanting to
do the best they could to facilitate learning with a completely new
format.
Somehow, we made it to the end of the school year. The vast
majority of students stayed connected to school, learning took
place and teachers and students acquired a variety of new skill
sets that will benefit them when we return to instruction this fall.

What’s Next?
In short, who knows? My crystal ball certainly did not work when
I guessed that the Corona Virus was not going to have a big effect
on KPBSD. Therefor I am not going to make any predictions
other than, whatever is thrown at us we will work successfully as
a school family to deal with it for the benefit of our students and
children.

Thank You!
We love our families and appreciate all you did to help us through
these trying times. Thank you for staying positive, for the
messages of encouragement and the extra work you did to help
your children.

Breathe!
As always, whenever you can, take three big, slow breaths.
Five seconds in your nose, five seconds back out your mouth.
Think positive thoughts, chill out and make it a great day.
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Hello Mountain View Family!
Wow, what a spring we have had! I have to congratulate parents and students for doing such a great
job of adjusting to learning on line. You rocked it!!!
That being said…we sure missed seeing and interacting with students every day…it was really lonely
at the school without them.
Hopefully, the summer will bring us beautiful Alaskan weather and fewer COVID 19 cases so we
can slowly and safely resume our normal activities following our government mandates. It has
worked for us so far…let’s keep up the good work.
It is with mixed emotions that I tell you I will not be here next year. I am retiring. I have been a
Nurse for 44 years and have been blessed to be your School Nurse for 3 years. I have loved
Mountain View Elementary and all of the students and staff. I hope to become a volunteer, so you
will probably still see me around…just not as the Nurse.
Have a wonderful summer and keep washing your hands!!!
Thank you for everything!
Nurse Debbie

OPEN REGISTRATION
We will be holding open registration for Kindergarten
and all new students on
Friday, August 7th &
Monday, August 10th
8:30 AM – 4:30 PM
(If your child is currently enrolled at Mt. View they will not need to register again.)

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE FOR
THE 2020-2021 TITLE ONE PRE-K PROGRAM AT
MOUNTAIN VIEW ELEMENTARY
Screenings for this program will be held at a later date.
Applications are available by e-mail only at this time.
In order to be considered, a child must be 4 years old by September 1, 2020, live in the
Mountain View attendance area, and have a completed application
returned to Mountain View Elementary.
For more information, please call 283-8600.
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